Unstructured Persona-oriented Dialogue Systems (UPDS) has been demonstrated effective in generating persona consistent responses by utilizing predefined natural language user persona descriptions (e.g., "I am a vegan"). However, the predefined user persona descriptions are usually short and limited to only a few descriptive words, which makes it hard to correlate them with the dialogues. As a result, existing methods either fail to use the persona description or use them improperly when generating persona consistent responses. To address this, we propose a neural topical expansion framework, namely Persona Exploration and Exploitation (PEE), which is able to extend the predefined user persona description with semantically correlated content before utilizing them to generate dialogue responses. PEE consists of two main modules: persona exploration and persona exploitation. The former learns to extend the predefined user persona description by mining and correlating with existing dialogue corpus using a variational auto-encoder (VAE) based topic model. The latter learns to generate persona consistent responses by utilizing the predefined and extended user persona description. In order to make persona exploitation learn to utilize user persona description more properly, we also introduce two personaoriented loss functions: Persona-oriented Matching (P-Match) loss and Persona-oriented Bag-of-Words (P-BoWs) loss which respectively supervise persona selection in encoder and decoder. Experimental results show that our approach outperforms state-of-the-art baselines, in terms of both automatic and human evaluations.
Recently, there have been some studies which utilize the predefined user persona descriptions to generate persona-oriented responses [10, 24, 31] . However, the given user persona descriptions are mostly short and limited to only a few descriptive words. As a result, the existing methods have a hard time utilizing the user persona descriptions when generating responses. On the one hand, they might fail to use user persona descriptions. For example, the generative profile memory network proposed in [31] simply attends over encoded persona description in decoder. It generates response "I have a lot of candies. I am not sure." for the case in Table 1 without considering user persona. On the other hand, they cannot use user persona descriptions properly sometimes. For example, the persona-CVAE proposed in [24] uses force decoding strategy to copy persona description. It generates response "I like to skateboard. What are your hobbies?" for the case in Table 1 which use the selected persona improperly and seriously affects its quality. The reason is that with the limited descriptive words, it is hard for these models to understand and correlate the user persona descriptions when generating responses. We argue that this could be alleviated by extending the predefined user persona descriptions with semantically correlated content. As shown in Table 1 , the target is to generate the last utterance (u6) based on the given persona descriptions and historical utterances (u1-u5). One of the user persona descriptions for Speaker B is "I am a vegan". However, only using this user persona description is not enough to generate huaman-like response (u6) because "vegan" and "candy" are not directly related. In order to generate u6, we need to take the following content into consideration simultaneously: (1) the word "vegan" in B's user persona description; (2) the semantic correlation between "vegan" and "dairy"; (3) speaker A mentioned "animal products" and "candy" in the query utterance; (4) the correlation among "dairy", "animal products", and "candy".
In this work, we propose a neural topical expansion framework, namely Persona Exploration and Exploitation (PEE), which is able to extend the predefined user persona descriptions with semanti-cally correlated content before utilizing them to generate dialogue responses. PEE consists of two main modules: persona exploration and persona exploitation. The former learns to extend the predefined user persona descriptions by mining and correlating with existing dialogue corpus. Specifically, we employ a VAE-based topic model to conduct the unsupervised semantic modeling and extend persona-related words by semantic matching. The latter learns to generate persona consistent responses by utilizing the predefined and extended persona information. Specifically, we design a mutualreinforcement multi-hop memory retrieval mechanism which retrieves information from two types (predefined and extended) of personas by considering their mutual influence. Furthermore, in order to make persona exploitation learn to utilize user persona descriptions more properly, we also introduce two persona-oriented loss functions: P-Match loss and P-BoWs loss. P-Match loss supervises the choice of predefined persona sentences in encoder. P-BoWs loss supervises to generate more persona-related words in decoder.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: • We propose a persona exploration and exploitation (PEE) framework which can explore and exploit persona information to generate informative persona-oriented responses. • We employ an VAE-based topic model to conduct the efficient unsupervised semantic learning for external persona information mining and distillation. • We propose two learning strategies for persona exploitation: a mutual-reinforcement multi-hop memory retrieval mechanism and two persona-oriented loss functions.
Realted work
As a challenging task in the area of natural language processing, open-domain dialogue system has attracted great attention of researchers recently [15, 20, 22, 27] . But there are still some limitations and challenges in this area. Among the many issues, the lack of consistency is one of the most challenging difficulties. Therefore, persona-based dialogue system has been proposed to generate persona consistent and human-like responses [5, 16, 17, 26, 30] . Li et al. [8] learn a user embedding to represent persona implicitly for each user without using explicitly persona information. Then, researchers model user embedding with explicit persona information to generate responses. According to the format of persona information, those methods can be classified into two categories: structured Persona-oriented Dialogue Systems (SPDS) and Unstructured Persona-oriented Dialogue Systems (UPDS). In SPDS, Wang et al. [28] group users according to the gender attribute and the dialogue features in the same group can be shared. Qian et al. [19] endow the user with explicit structured persona information (a key-value table) and design a profile detection module to select a persona information and inject it to the decoding process. Luo et al. [12] encode user persona description into distributed embeddings and take advantage of conversation history from other users with similar profiles, their model can adopt different recommendation policy based on the user profile. Due to the lack of large scale persona-labelled dataset, Zheng et al. [32] introduce a dataset where persona information is formulated to key-value pairs from dialogue content and they devise two technique to capture and address trait-related information. In UPDS, Zhang et al. [31] contribute a persona-chat dataset with natural sentences persona information and they propose a generative profile memory network to incorporate persona information into responses. Lin et al. [10] model learning different personas as different tasks via meta-learning algorithm without using explicit persona information since dialogue itself can reflect some persona information. Through this way, their model can generate personalised responses by leveraging only a few dialogue samples instead of human-designed persona descriptions. To generate diverse and sustainable conversations, Song et al. [24] propose a memory-augmented architecture to exploit persona information and utilized a conditional variational autoencoder which can address the one-to-many generation problem.
Prior studies are trained purely on predefined persona corpus, but the limited information leads to generating uninformative responses. Different from them, we employ VAE-based topic model to extend persona information and propose two strategies (a mutualreinforcement multi-hop memory retrieval mechanism and two persona-oriented loss functions) to integrate persona information to responses.
Method

Overview
We assume that a conversation is conducted between two users. Given a target user, we denote the user's persona descriptions as P = (P1, P2, . . . , Pn p ). Each persona sentence Pj is formulated as Pj = (p j 1 , p j 2 , . . . , p j lp ), where p j i refers to a word. Suppose there are already k turns in a dialogue, so we have historical utterances as X = (X1, X2, . . . , X k ), where each utterance Xi is depicted as Xi = (x i 1 , x i 2 , . . . , x i lx ) and x i j denotes a word. Accordingly, unstructured persona-oriented dialogue generation aims to predict the (k+1)-th utterance, i.e., the response Y = (y1, y2, . . . , y ly ), according to the predefined persona descriptions P and the historical utterances X:
p (yi|X, P, y1, . . . , yi−1) .
(1)
As illustrated in Figure 1 , our PEE framework mainly consists of two stages: persona exploration and persona exploitation. Persona exploration employs a VAE-based topic model to conduct the unsupervised semantic modeling and obtains topic-relevant word representations. Then it extends persona-related words by semantic matching based on the predefined persona descriptions. Persona exploitation contains three components: (1) multi-source sequence encoder, which encodes predefined persona descriptions into two kinds of key-value memories and encodes historical utterances into hidden vectors; (2) persona information retrieval, which selects predefined persona descriptions based on historical utterances and considers the impact of personalized information involved in the history; (3) persona-oriented response decoder, which exploits the predefined and explored external persona information to generate responses based on the specially designed mutual-reinforcement multihop memory retrieval mechanism. Moreover, two new optimization objectives, persona-oriented matching loss (P-Match) and personaoriented bag-of-words loss (P-BoWs), are proposed to impel our model to exploit the persona information more precisely. We will introduce the technical details in the following sections.
Persona Exploration
Based on the predefined persona descriptions, the target of the persona exploration stage is to extend more persona-related words. Therefore the key is to investigate an effective method for the semantic learning of words. The extended persona words must lie in the same topic with the predefined persona information, so as to guarantee the topic consistence of the conversations. Topic modeling methods [25] are appropriate. Therefore, inspired by [23] , we employ a topic model based on variational auto-encoder (VAE) [7] and make adjustments according to our task to conduct the unsupervised global semantic modeling. Compared to the traditional methods such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2] , VAE-based topic model is less time-consuming for training and more flexible for inferring latent representations for new documents.
As shown in the upper side of Figure 1 , the input of VAE-based topic model is a document presentation v and the output v is the reconstruction of input. We regard each conversation as a document and represent it by tf -idf features. The encoding process can be formalized as:
where f * (·) denotes non-linear transformation, µ and σ are mean and standard deviation vectors of multivariate normal distribution respectively, z is a latent vector sampled from the multivariate normal distribution by reparameterization trick. We use the latent vector z to reconstruct the document:
We learn all parameters via optimizing the evidence lower bound (ELBO) [7] . After the training, we draw a word-topic weight matrix W ∈ R K×|V | from the output layer f v . The matrix represents the topical saliency for each word, where K is the number of topics, V is the vocabulary of topic model and |V | is the vocabulary size. Each column u ∈ R K in W can be regarded as a topic-based representation for the corresponding word.
Given topic-relevant word representations, we extend words for every dialogue. After removing stop-words in the dialogue, we filter a vocabulary set V P ⊂ V from predefined persona descriptions. For each word w ∈ V P , we select most relevant m external words based on cosine similarities of topic-relevant word representations. Then, we re-rank all external persona words of V P according to the cosine similarity score. If an external word is selected more than once, we just record the highest score. Thereafter, we select the top nw words of them. Finally, we convert each extended persona words into keyvalue representation by two multi-layer perceptron neural networks and store these representations in an external persona words memory M e .
Persona Exploitation
Given predefined persona descriptions and extended personarelevant words, persona exploitation aims to integrate them to generate informative responses. In this section, we detail three components of persona exploitation stage: multi-source sequence encoder, persona information retrieval and persona-oriented response decoder.
Multi-Source Sequence Encoder. The input contains persona descriptions and historical utterances, we design two independent encoders for them.
Persona memory encoder. We encode the predefined persona information into sentence and word granularity presentations and store them in two memories respectively. For each sentence Pi, we obtain a sentence representation eP i by a bidirectional Gated Recurrent Networks (Bi-GRU) [4] . Then we convert eP i into key m S i and value c S i by two multi-layer perceptron neural networks, and store them in the sentence granularity persona memory M s . Simultaneously, for word p i j , we obtain word representation e p i j from the j-th step of Bi-GRU for the i-th sentence. Same as above, we convert each word representation into key and value, and store them in the word granularity persona memory M w . Historical utterances encoder. In order to capture the relationship among the historical utterances X, we use a hierarchical recurrent encoder [21] to conduct the semantic modeling. From the second level of the hierarchical Bi-GRU, we obtain the final representations eX for the whole historical utterances and a sentence vector Ci for each utterance Xi.
Sentence Granularity Persona Memory
Persona Information Retrieval. After obtaining the representations of historical utterances and sentence granularity persona memory via the previous component, we use historical utterances to select persona information for response. Considering the key-value memory retrieval is a frequent component in the following modules, we provide the general definition here. Assume that query vector is q and memory M contains key m and value c, the retrieval operation retri (q, M) = o is defined as:
where the output vector o is a weighted sum of values in memory and represents retrieved information. As shown in Figure 2 , we use each historical utterances to retrieve user's persona information in turn. During the chat process, some of persona information used in the history has an impact on the choice of persona information for response. In order to take advantage of this impact, in the i-th step, we combine historical utterance presentation Ci and result of previous retrieval step oi−1 as query vector qi, which can be formalized as:
Then we retrieve the sentence granularity persona memory M s by query vector qi: oi = retri(qi, M s ).
Finally, we concatenate the result of last retrieval step o k and the whole historical utterances representations eX :
where s0 is a merged vector used as the initial state of decoder.
Persona-Oriented Response Decoder. The decoder is a GRU based sequence prediction framework with an attention mechanism on the historical utterances and a mutual-reinforcement multi-hop memory retrieval mechanism. Given the current input yt−1 as well as the previous hidden state st−1, the recurrent calculation of GRU is defined as: st = GRU (yt−1, st−1).
Then we design an attention mechanism to absorb relevant information from historical utterances and a mutual-reinforcement multi-hop memory retrieval mechanism to obtain the relevant persona information from predefined and explored external persona information.
Attention on the historical utterances. produces a historical utterances vector u X at each decoding step by attending to historical utterances. We formalize it as:
where h X j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is the j-th word hidden state of historical utterances obtained from the first level of the hierarchical encoder for X.
Mutual-reinforcement multi-hop memory retrieval. Recall that we build an external persona words memory M e for persona exploration and a word granularity persona memory M w in encoder. There is an association between the two memories. For example, if we retrieve a word in the predefined persona descriptions which is related to current conversation, the information in external persona memory related to this word will be more likely to be applied, vice versa. Therefore, the results of the two types of persona information retrievals are mutually influential and we propose a mutualreinforcement multi-hop memory retrieval mechanism to model this influence.
First, we use the current hidden state st as query vector q to retrieve M w and M e respectively: o w = retri(q, M w ), o e = retri(q, M e ).
Considering that the result of one memory retrieval (e.g. o w ) will affect the next retrieval of another memory (e.g. M e ), we update query vector by adding the two retrieved results o w and o e :
This update means that the results of the two retrievals will affect each other in the next hop. In our experiment, we use three hops unless otherwise stated. Finally, based on the exploitation of predefined and extended persona information, the output word distribution py t at time step t of the decoder is produced by:
where fo is the neural non-linear operation on the output layer.
Persona-Orientated Loss.
In order to impel the model to exploit the persona information more precisely, besides the Negative Log-Likelihood loss (NLL), we propose two new persona-oriented loss functions: Persona-oriented Matching loss (P-Match) and Persona-oriented Bag-of-Words loss (P-BoWs). P-Match loss supervises the choice of predefined persona sentences in persona information retrieval module and P-BoWs loss supervises to generate more persona-related words in decoder.
P-Match Loss.
Recall that in the persona information retrieval module (Eq. 6), we can get a match weight over the sentence granularity persona memory M s in every step. Assume that the match weight in the last step is a s ∈ R |P | . Intuitively, if the ground truth response contains the information from persona sentence Pi, then a s i should obtain a large value. Is it possible to employ the relation between the ground truth response and the persona sentences to improve the modeling of persona information retrieval? To tackle this, we design the persona-oriented matching loss (P-Match). The 0-1 label a ∈ R |P | is decided based on a threshold θa of the similarity between the persona sentences and the ground truth response. Jaccard Index 8 is employed for the similarity calculation. The P-Match loss is defined as:
P-BoWs Loss. Inspired by [13] , we design a persona-oriented Bag-of-Words loss function to enhance the ability of persona information capturing. Specifically, We label each response with a vocabulary-size vector b ∈ R |V | , where the non-stop words in the current response will get values 1. If words are persona-based information, we increase the weight to 1 + λ, where λ is a positive value. We use a multi-label classifier to generate BoWs representation P b (sentence-level probability) by summing the scores of all positions of the generated sentence in decoder: p b = sigmoid( |Y | t=1s t). We define P-BoWs loss using cross entropy:
Joint Training
Negative log-likelihood loss (NLL) is employed as the basic optimization objective:
Finally, a unified optimization objective is designed by integrating P-Match loss, P-BoWs loss and the NLL loss:
where γ1 and γ2 are trade-off parameters controlling the balance between three loss functions.
Experiments
In this section, we first introduce two datasets used in our experiment and list setups and baseline models. Next, we evaluate the performance of various models by automated evaluation and human evaluation.
Datasets
Our experiments use two public multi-turn dialogue datasets: Persona-Chat 9 [31] and DailyDialog 10 [9] . The Persona-Chat dataset contains 10907 dialogues between pairs of speakers, where 968 dialogues are set aside for validation and 1000 for testing. Each speaker is described by 3-5 persona sentences. (e.g. "I like reading." or "I am a nurse.", etc). The total number of personas is 1155, and 100 personas for validation and 100 for testing. The DailyDialog dataset is constructed by raw data crawled from various websites, which serves for English learners to practice English dialog in daily life. It contains 13,118 multi-turn dialogues without persona descriptions, the number of turns are roughly 8 and the average number of tokens of each utterance is about 15. Our experiments are performed on the persona-chat dataset. In order to expand the knowledge space, we merge DailyDialog and the training set of Persona-Chat as the basic knowledge source to pretrain the topic model for persona exploration.
Baselines
We consider the following comparison methods and their inputs consist of predefined persona descriptions, historical conversation utterances and the current query utterance. Seq2Seq [1] : the standard Sequence-to-Sequence Model with attention. We concatenate persona descriptions and historical utterances as a sequence input and generate the response. HRED [21] : Hierarchical Recurrent Encoder-Decoder model with attention. The input contains all sentences in persona and history conversation. Profile Memory [31] : Generative Profile Memory network is a generative model that encodes each of persona descriptions as a individual memory representation in a memory network.
Per.-CVAE [24] : Persona-CVAE is a memory-augmented architecture which focus on the diverse generation of conversational responses based on chatbots persona. In our experiment, we sample one time from the latent z to generate a response. PED: Persona-oriented Encoder-Decoder Model. i.e., our PEE framework without the persona exploration, the P-BoWs loss and the P-Match loss. Without external persona words memory, mutualreinforcement multi-hop memory retrieval mechanism is equivalent to normal multi-hop memory retrieval mechanism. PED+PE: Our PEE framework without the P-BoWs loss and P-Match loss. PED+PE+P-BoWs: Our PEE framework without the P-Match loss. PED+PE+P-Match: Our PEE framework without the P-BoWs loss. PEE: PED + PE + P-BoWs + P-Match, i.e., our proposed PEE framework.
Experimental Settings
We treat each complete dialog (including personas) as a document, remove the stop words and select the top 10,000 frequent words to train the VAE-based topic model. For the number of topics, we follow previous settings [29] , [23] to set K = 50. In our experiments, we use GloVe [18] for word embedding and employ bi-directional GRU for encoders, and we set hidden states size is 512 and batch size is 64. We use Adam optimizer [6] to train the model and set the learning rate is 0.0001. For testing, we use beam search with beam size 2. For all the other hyperparameters, we tune them on the development set by grid search. The number of extended persona-related words for each dialogue nw is 100. The additional weight λ in the P-BoWs target is 1 and threshold θa in labeling P-Match target process is 0.03. During training, trade-off parameter γ1 is 0.1 and γ2 is 0.1. 
Evaluation Metrics
We use different evaluation metrics (automated and human) to demonstrate the effectiveness of our model. In this subsection, we will give a brief introduction to those metrics.
Automatic Metrics. We report three different automatic metrics: BLEU@N: BLEU is an algorithm which has been widely used in machine translation and dialogue system to evaluate the quality of the generated text. It measures the N-gram overlap between the generated response and ground truth. F1-Measure: It measures the accuracy of the generated response considering both the precision and the recall. We treat the predicted and target response as bags of tokens, and compute their F1 score.
Embedding-based similarity: Embedding Average (Average), Embedding Extrema (Extrema), and Embedding Greedy (Greedy) [11] . These embedding-based metrics measure semantic similarity between the generated response and the ground truth.
Human Metrics. It is not enough to only automatically evaluate dialogue systems, so we randomly sample about 100 dialogues from test data and hire 5 volunteers to evaluate. We use four metrics: fluency, engagingness, consistency, and persona detection. Fluency: It measures the quality of generated sentence, e.g., whether grammar is correct. Engagingness: It measures whether the generated sentence is appropriate and interesting. Consistency: It measures whether the generated sentence has some relationships with the history and persona description.
Persona detection: For each dialogue, given generated responses and two set of persona sentences (one is real and another is fake), we ask students to choose which one is the real description of chatbot.
The first three metrics are scored between 1-5. For persona detection, Scoring 1 means the choice is correct and 0 means the choice is wrong and 0.5 means people can not judge.
Results and Analysis
Experimental Results and Ablation Study
Automatic evaluation. Comparative automatic evaluation results are presented in Table 2 . Our model outperforms baselines on all automatic metrics. This demonstrates that our model generates more appropriate responses by persona exploration and exploitation. Especially, our model improves approximately 15.17% over seq2seq on BLEU1. Comparing with PED, PED+PE has better scores on most metrics. This is because explored persona information contributes to generate more informative responses. Comparing with PED+PE, both PED+PE+p-BoWs and PED+PE+P-Match perform better, which is because P-BoWs loss and P-Match loss supervise model to exploit persona information more precisely.
According to automatic evaluation results of PEE with different hops in mutual-reinforcement multi-hop retrieval mechanism in Ta-ble4, PEE-2 outperforms PEE-1 on most metrics. This demonstrates the interaction between two types persona information improves the performance of our model. Analyzing various indicators, the PEE works best when hop is 3. When the number of hops exceeds 3, the effect drops, that may because the query vector contains little information of current decoder state st after several update operations.
Human evaluation. The results of human evaluation are listed in Table 3 . Our model significantly outperforms most of the baselines in terms of all the metrics. Particularly, our model increases approximately 30.01% over profile memory on persona detection. This demonstrates that persona exploration and exploitation is beneficial to improve the usage of persona information and enrich the responses. Per.-CVAE has the highest persona detection metric, but it pays too much attention to persona, resulting in very poor grammar, relevance, and fluency of the generated responses.
Persona Analysis
In order to further evaluate the ability of the model to combine persona, for each multi-turn dialogue, we count the number of words that appear in both persona sentences and generated responses, and divide the number by the total number of words in persona sentence to get Persona use ratio. It measures the probability of persona words being used and punishes the repeated use of the same persona information in responses of different turns. We calculate the average persona use ratio of all models with different turns and show them in Figure 3 . Per.-CVAE pays too much attention to persona, which seriously affects the quality of the generated responses. We do not consider Per.-CVAE here. We can see that our model outperforms all the baseline methods. There are three reasons: first, persona information retrieval module thinks about the influence of persona in history when selecting persona information; second, external persona words contribute to utilize persona description that has an indirect relationship with current topic. third, the P-BoWs loss and the P-Match loss encourage the model to generate more persona-related words. Table 5 depicts some cases generated by PEE, Seq2Seq, HRED, and Profile Memory. From the comparisons, we can see that PEE model can use explored persona information to generate more personaoriented informative responses. For example, in case 1, one of persona descriptions for speaker B is "I play bluegrass music.", speaker A mentioned "kids" and "mom" in the query utterance. The explored persona word "piano" is related to "music" and "family", the word "family" has correlation with "kids" and "mom". So, the response generated by PEE follows the clues above and implies persona information simultaneously. What's more, it leads the topic to a new field that speakers are familiar with, making the next reply have more content to facilitate. When the previous topic "work" is drawing to an end, our model can use persona and its extended words to convert topics to "music", however, responses of other baseline models do not reflect personality information. Similarly, in case 2, explored persona word "horror" is related with "scary movies" and "stories", so our PEE model uses word "horror" to rich response. In order to show the contribution of explored persona words more clearly and directly, we show the matching weights on external persona words memory in the last step of mutualreinforcement multi-hop memory retrieval mechanism in Figure 4.
Case Study
CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a neural topical expansion framework, namely Persona Exploration and Exploitation (PEE), for the unstructured persona-oriented dialogue systems. Different from previous work that trained purely on predefined persona description, our model extends external persona information by a VAE-based topic model. By fusing predefined persona descriptions and external persona information, the responses our model generates can more accurately and properly represent the user persona while maintaining the consistency of the dialogue. Experimental comparisons and analysis demonstrated that our approach outperforms a set of state-of-the-art baselines in terms of both automated metrics and human evaluations. For future work, we will extend persona information dynamically and jointly train persona exploration and exploitation.
